Downer by Design –

report back to the community
Update to the Downer community on the Downer by Design
workshop and outcomes of the online survey

Context and comments
 April 2019 workshop – infrastructure, traffic and mobility, green spaces
 May – June 2019 survey – intensification, community and green spaces
 Diverse views – both ends of the spectrum
 Presenting the most common views and emerging themes

Downer online survey – May and June 2019
•

Open through May to June
2019

•

16 questions

•

More than 140 responses
received

•

More than 90 per cent of
respondents were Downer
residents

So what did the
Downer community
have to say?

Density and sustainability
 Most respondents - nearly
70 per cent – thought that
Downer’s density should be about
what it is now (17% density), or as
per the City and Gateway
Framework (20% density)
 Less than 5 per cent of
respondents supported higher
density as per the ACT
Government’s 2018 ACT Planning
Strategy

Density and sustainability
 Most respondents – more than
65 percent – were supportive of
relaxing the RZ1 zoning restrictions
to allow for low density subdivision and dual occupancy

Density and sustainability
 Overwhelmingly, respondents do
not consider that the RZ5 zoning
provides adequate protection for
surrounding residents
 Key concerns included:
 Height
 Overshadowing and solar access

Density and sustainability
 Most respondents would
encourage higher density at the
Yowani Country Club and
Kamberra Winery IF it meant
lower density for Downer

ACT government consultation – was it
adequate?

😒

Infrastructure
 Overwhelmingly, improved
footpaths, bike paths and
playgrounds were identified as
priority infrastructure upgrades for
Downer
 More open space was also highly
rated, as was sporting grounds
and facilities

Infrastructure

 Swinden, Melba and Bradfield
Streets were identified for priority
upgrades for footpaths and cycle
ways
 Not new messaging!

Downer community workshop
April 2019
•

•

•

•

More than 100 people
attended
Seven broad themes

Nearly 170 suggestions
received
Free text and comments
from the survey

Themes and number of suggestions received
 Infrastructure (44)

 Traffic and mobility(35)
 Greens space and trees (32)
 Density and sustainability (20)
 Characteristics to preserve (16)
 Social connection and community (7)

 Other (12)

Intensification

No over- Well designed Townhouses
Interesting
architecture shadowing
and built Dual occ/dual title
Accommodate gradually

No concrete boxes

No wind tunnels

Low density, low rise apartments (12 max)
Not crowded Variety of streetscapes Not over-developed
Focus on Northbourne Ave and Antil Streets

No bunching

Carefully planned transitions

“Garden city, not urban ant heap”

Community

Safe

Diverse

Cohesive
Relaxed
Welcoming
Social interaction Supportive Social spacesDog friendly
Village vibe

Liveable

Ageing in place

For all

areas

Strong community hub Social housing
Friendly Not overcrowded Inner suburban sanctum

Character and soul

Integrated

Quiet and peaceful

Suburban ambience

Calm oasis near the city
“Downer is unique; protect it”

Green space

Shared open spaced More green space
Preservation Prioritise trees
Preserve arboreal history
Like for like replacement
No loss of green space

No loss of trees

Integrated living infrastructure

Tree canopy
More public space
maintained

Tree streetscape maintained

Living environment

“It took 50 years to achieve its character, should not be destroyed.”

Infrastructure

Footpaths
Footpaths Bike paths
Schools
Improved parks and public spaces
Shops, not office Enhanced community facilities
Footpaths
Bike racks
Public facilities
Footpaths More outdoor equipment Better lighting

Access to light rail

Footpaths

Maintained
Quirky and character filled
“A model of integrated living infrastructure.”

Traffic and mobility

Pedestrian friendly Bike friendly Mobility scooter friendly
No excessive traffic Avoid rat-running
Dedicated cycle paths
Traffic calming measures
Bike cages at light rail stops
Parking measures
Devoid of over-crowding Recognition of narrow streets in planning

Connectivity

Wide set backs

Traffic study

Sustainability

No concrete boxes
Sound buffering

Interesting and unique design

Nature banks

Priority to townhouses, not towers

Thoughtful

No concrete boxes

Respects existing residents

Encourages community and street engagement

Mix of developments

Other comments emerging from the
free text …..

On ACT government …
 “It [Gateway plan] allows almost anything.”
 “If the planning authority continues to allow badly designed, environmentally
unfriendly and unstainable developments such as the current offerings on
Northbourne and the CHC Downer development, then the answer is 0% [support for
increased development]. No more crappy developments please. If they are willing
to go an (sic) investigate and only sell sites to developers who meet the strictest,
high standards designs then happy with around 30-40%.”

 “…. why couldn’t the Government letterbox drop more information about their
planning process for instance?”
 “… need to save Downer from the ACT Government, who have a track record of
incompetence and political spin.”

On ACT government …. (2)
 “They consulted but didn’t listen. The amount of consult was fine, but it was just
ticking at (sic) box. ACT Government is doing what’s in their interests. We
shouldn’t have to choose between being surrounded by high density or living far
from the city. We chose Downer because of its location and family friendly living.”

 “Well they did consult but it’s how they use the input that’s the frustrating bit!”
 “…consulted but did not take on board views or easily swayed by views of more
powerful others.”
 [ACT government consultation] “…facilitator was coercive, would only expect
positive comments, did not allow comments.”
 “Much clearer and transparent process for planning where development for the
community is prioritised rather than maximising profits for developers.”

On ACT government (3)….
 “A concern remains that the ACT Government has lost the confidence of the
community both to formulate a reasonable integrated plan and to ensure
allowable development is completed to a high standard and within guidelines.”
 “My main concern with the whole affair was that the document that were put out
for review had a lot of planning jargon … that wasn’t really easy for Muggles to
understand.”
 “While there may be a charge of NIMBYism raised against residents …. the main
concern is that people don’t trust planners to act in their best interest and deliver
good city designs that make Canberra liveable.”
 “The relationship between the planners and the people in Canberra is slowly
breaking down, with poor design outcomes a legacy for decades to come.”

For the DCA to consider …
 “I would like the DCA to bring in expertise in sustainable urban development to ensure
there is more educated public discourse …. Both the DCA and the public needs to be
better educated to engage and drive good outcomes if you intending to hold a public
discourse on planning.”
 “Urban intensification is not a plot by the devil. Better designed surveys would be
appropriate.”
 Consider a “permanent DCA planning group with residents and experts.”

 “Please think about the whole plan. High density can be done well but the guidelines
need to be developed by government and not advocating by developers.”
 Produce background information for people to help understand the threats and issues

 “A 20 year vision for Downer that doesn’t include higher density is a fallacy.”
 “Downer is beautiful – happy to share but hope we can also sustain the peaceful
atmosphere too.”
 “Maintain the rage.”

 “We could really show case what an “active” suburb looks like in practice.”
 Infrastructure review and comprehensive plan, not just a traffic study.

On other suggestions
 Bikepath all the way from the Dickson shops, past the CHC site and Downer
shops, extending all the way up Bradfield Streets, across Philip Ave and up
to Majura Primary School.
 Improved community facilities for both social activities and service delivery
 “Local shop are great, but need further development and options for
convenience purchases.”

So what’s next?
 Draft DCA statement for the future character and development of Downer
 Copies at the DCA community meeting
 Available on the website
 Leave a comment at downerassociation@gmail.com

 DCA will review and finalise the statement February 2020

 The statement will be DCA’s primary point of reference to frame
conversations with the ACT Government and other interested parties
 It will evolve over time
 Provide a copy to the NCCC

Thank you

